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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we describe the formatting guidelines for IJCA Journal Submission. A digital public address (PA) system which is capable of multi-zone and text-to-speech (TTS) broadcasting functions for campus broadcasting. The digital PA system can achieve environmental broadcasting requirement which means different broadcasts for multiple zones at the same time and it cannot cause noise to other zones. The emergency broadcasting is major considered functionality for the modern digital PA systems. Digital PA system is very suitable for language listening training. ITTP is used to address key Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) requirements and solve the problems resulting from Real Time Protocol(RTP) /User Datagram Protocol(UDP). The Comparison shows that Internet Telephony Transport Protocol (ITTP) gives better performance compared with RTP/UDP in terms of packet loss, delay and bandwidth usage.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A public address (PA) system consists of an electronic sound amplification and distribution system with a microphone, amplifier and loudspeakers. In general, PA systems are classified into two categories: analog PA system and digital PA system, respectively.

Presently, digital PA systems have been widely adopted in many daily public places such as campus, manufacture factory, airport, shopping hall, and intelligent building etc. Compared to analog PA system, generally, the modern digital PA system can be supported multicast- oriented addressing broadcasting, which can be achieved environmental broadcasting requirement.

The emergency broadcasting is also major considered functionality for the modern digital PA systems.

Digital PA system is also very suitable for language listening training in the campus. However, language listening exercises usually use pre-recoded method, but at some point, that we may need to temporarily add a new broadcast sentence immediately, however, we may not find a professional speaking teachers immediately for providing stable and superior oral recordings. Thus, TTS-based broadcasting will be a very convenient and practical tool, which can offer a high quality and stable speech [7]. We review a digital PA system, which is capable of multi-zone environmental broadcasting with TTS ability, campus emergency calls integrated with campus emergency facilities, and so on.

VoIP utilizes network infrastructure to replace current circuit switching telephone networks called the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) with Packet Switching telephone networks [2-4]. Furthermore, VoIP technology employs network protocols to transfer calls around the world.


2. TEXT-TO-SPEECH PA SYSTEM
The TTS-based digital PA system for campus is shown in Fig. 1. Basic hardware architecture of the TTS-based digital PA system consists of a digital PA control unit, a server with its dedicated control software, and message remote decoders for each zone. The digital PA system for campus will be introduced as follows.

A. Digital PA Control Unit
The digital PA control unit is adopted with digital two-way transmission system in a single cable connection. That reduces the installation time aswell as makes the installing easier and repairing faster. A digital PA control unit can support maximum 64 single zones, 8 grouping zones broadcasting by real hardware implementation. It can be equipped with 8-CH input mixer. Moreover, if the broadcasting zones are more than 64 zones, thus, we can also extend to 192 zones and 24 control groups by using dedicated control software method for reducing the cost of hardware [7]. Moreover, it can support wire-breaking detection also.

![Fig. 1. An example of the proposed TTS-based PA system for the campus application [7]](image-url)
B. Server with its Dedicated Control Software
The server runs user-friendly dedicated control software, which can be handled all functions of the TTS-based PA system. The main execution screen of TTS-based PA system is shown in Fig. 2. It is synchronized with the proposed digital PA control unit, and it can show all the broadcasting status at the same time.

Users can set remote, telephone, scheduling, grouping zones, any zones and all zones broadcasting functions by using dedicated control software. It provides 8 sets of play mode for daily routine, special events music broadcasting, such as festival, exam and work [7].

Fig. 3 shows execution screen of TTS function. The TTS broadcasting function supports settings of male/female speaker selection, rhythm, speed, modulation, and pitch. Currently, 2 languages of TTS are provided which are English and Chinese.

C. Message Remote Decoder
The message remote decoder is two-way designated address broadcasting. It is also built-in two-way intercom module for executing intercom function. The functions of fire emergency priority broadcasting and the broken equipment self-detecting bulletin for server are also provided.

D. VoIP Systems
Two main protocol categories are used in VoIP systems [4,5]. The first category comprises the signaling protocols which are used to establish and manage a session between call endpoints [6]. There are two standard signaling protocol for VoIP, namely, H.323 and the session Initiation Protocol (SIP). Recently, the InterAsterisk Exchange Protocol (IAX) has been introduced as a new signaling protocol.

The Second Category comprises the media transfer protocols. Typically, media transfer protocols are used for the exchange of media data once a session is established between the call endpoints.

The Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) is specializes in transferring all types as real-time media data, including VoIP, IAX, specifically IAX mini-frame, can transfer protocols, both RTP and IAX mini-frame, cannot transfer media data by themselves. For this reason, media transfer protocols work atop transport layer protocols.

Typically, the transport layer User Datagram Protocol (UDP) works in conjunction with media transfer protocol to transfer VoIP application data [8].

VoIP technology has started replacing PSTN technology because VoIP provides many advantages for the telecommunication field. The main advantage of VoIP is that it enables calls anywhere around the world at a cheap rate, and sometimes even for free, compared with the conventional PSTN pone system. Second, VoIP enables other functions in addition to voice call, such as video streaming and text messaging, which make users' communication experience more interactive and meaningful. Third, VoIP provides a higher degree of reliability than PSTN. Finally, unlike PSTN which is a closed system, VoIP has a free and open architecture, which implies that VoIP extends the opportunity for innovation and creativity to everyone. As a result, the VoIP system continues to undergo rapid and further development [8].

However, VoIP applications must provide phone conversations of better or at least similar quality as the current PSTN technology. In recent years, VoIP developers have made every effort to provide VoIP applications that perform excellently considering the global scale of VoIP technology spread. With respect to these efforts, the present work protocol (ITTP), which is dedicated to carrying VoIP application data [8].

D1: ITTP
There are many drivers behind the design of ITTP as a new transport layer protocol specialized in carrying VoIP application data. These are some disadvantages of RTP, UDP and IAX.

None of existing transport layer protocols address VoIP application requirements.

RTP and UDP degrade voice quality.

Apart from degrading voice quality, RTP/UDP causes an inefficient use of bandwidth in high-cost Internet links.

RTP/UDP burdens Internet links.

The IAX mini-frame causes the same problems as RTP/UDP.

IAX mini-frame has no chance to spread in the VoIP world.

D2: ITTP Protocol Header
ITTP consists of a 2-byte Source-Port field, 2-byte Destination-Port field, and 2-byte Timestamp field. Figure 4 shows the ITTP header format.
In this paper, a new transport protocol called ITTP, which is dedicated to carrying VoIP application data, has been explained. ITTP has reduced header overhead compared with RTP/UDP, the currently used protocols.
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